Espressione’s Intelligent Rapid Touch coffee grinder with Bluetooth function is a versatile and easy to use coffee grinder that works with Drip Coffee Makers, French Presses and Percolators. You can now use your phone’s wireless Bluetooth connectivity to control the coffee strength, grind fineness and cup settings. Also, it has an interactive scale and grind time alerts – all working with your phone. This grinder also works well on all kinds of dry herbs and spices. One touch operation makes grinding fresh coffee beans a breeze and it grinds for up to 12 cups of coffee. Uses sturdy & durable stainless-steel bowl and blades to grind coffee beans from coarse to fine in seconds. Smart design with low heat build up preserves more flavor and aroma. The fast stopping action (only one second) adds to the safety and efficiency along with its compact size and easy to clean design. Comes in an elegant black finish.

Additional features include:

- Control various functions of the intelligent grinder using your phone – settings such as coffee strength, grind fineness and cup size, interactive scale and receive notifications using the built in Bluetooth technology that works with your phone.
- Easy to use versatile grinder prepares ground coffee for drip coffee makers, percolators, and French presses – with a simple press of a button.
- The compact design fits neatly in a cupboard or on the counter top for easy access while the power cord disappears in the bottom of the unit to keep it tidy.
- This powerful and handy grinder can grind enough coffee for an 8 cup French press or up to 12 cups of coffee.
- One second stopping action and a transparent lid adds to the user’s safe operation.
- Easy to clean and maintain design - simply wipe it clean with a cloth or towel.
- Measurements: 3.5” x 4” x 9.4”  Weight: 1.6 lbs.

Master Carton:

- 6 pcs. 13.8” x 9.4” x 8.7”
- Weight: 10 lbs
- UPC: 786818-500047
- Model: #i1105